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CAC Members. Don’t Call ANYONE for Computer
Support or Security Until You Read This...

Not all computer consultants are created equal... the question is which ones will give you an honest
service and which ones will take advantage of you, overcharge for their services, and possibly even
make things worse. Don’t trust your network to just anyone! Our FREE Small Business Advisory
Guide will reveal 5 costly misconceptions about computer support and security as well as 3 critical
questions you should ask ANY computer consultant BEFORE giving them access to your network
or signing a contract.
“I sleep well knowing that you and your team are taking care of us.” John Guerrini - Guerrini Law
“Fast and bad ass as usual” Rudy Gaba Jr, - Gaba Law Corporation
“Great communicatgion and the problem was fixed”. Reiley F. Ewing. - Collection at Law

Download a FREE copy online https://www.alcalaconsulting.com/CAC-Report

* Fixed-price managed services agreements
* Support for your debt collections software
* IT Compliance Attestations. IT Audit Representation.
* Remote and on-site support
* Backup and Disaster Recovery. DR Testing.
* Surveillance Cameras With Compliant Archive
* Access Control Systems With Compliant Audit Trail
* VoIP and Call Recording With Compliant Archive
* Secure Cloud Virtual Desktops With All Your Apps.
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1 West Mountain Street, Unit #1
Pasadena, CA 91103
To speak with a technician right away
call 800-235-3574
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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE

2019 Has Been Jam-Packed
with Activity and We are Only
Two Months into The New Year
Courtney Reynaud
President

I

am pleased to announce that CAC has started the year with
an amazing success beginning with the introduction of the
much-anticipated Credit Repair bill. In February, AB 699 was
introduced by Assemblyman Timothy Grayson, a Democrat
serving the 14th Assembly District in California. AB 699 was
introduced to update and modernize the Credit Services Act of
1984 (“Act”). It would expand consumer protections by providing greater transparency and disclosure of the costs of contracting with a credit repair organization and would require clarity as
to the services provided by these organizations.
Since the Act’s enactment over 30 years ago, there have been
no significant updates to
reflect the advanced marketplace and technologies of
todays era including mobile
devices, internet, email, text
messaging and social media.

A bill that we are in opposition to, SB 750, has been introduced
by Senator Wieckowski. You may remember Mr. Wieckowski
as the senator who has introduced legislation each year with
the intent to increase debtor exemptions for bankruptcies, wage
garnishments and bank levies. This bill, SB 750, states that it is
the intent of the Legislature to enact legislation that would add
a new division to the Business and Professions Code that would
require debt collection companies in California to be licensed
and bonded in California.
Wieckowski has also re-introduced his Bank Levy bill (SB 616),
this would protect the first $2,000 from being garnished out of a
consumer’s bank account. We
are in strong opposition to
both of these bills.

“While all of this is an incredible
success, we haven’t won yet”

While the Act currently establishes some consumer protection requirements including the requirement for written contracts, disclosures and registration with the State Department
of Justice and enforcement, the Act has not been substantially
reviewed or updated since its enactment in 1984. New approaches by the credit repair organizations have emerged that
pray upon the most impoverished and low-income consumers
by charging upwards of $100 per month of the consumers
hard-earned dollars in payment for false promises and services not received.
Funds paid by consumers for credit repair services may be
better directed to paying their undisputed financial obligations.
Presently under the Act, consumers are offered credit repair
services that are ill-defined and often consist of massive drops
of robo-letters that often violate the spirit and provisions of the
Act, fail accurately to disclose the identity of the actual sender,
compromise consumer privacy, raise the cost of credit, and actually damage consumers’ credit reports. It is difficult to determine who is actually sending these letters and the Act should
be updated to require disclosure of the sender and ensure the
consumer intends to assert a valid credit dispute.
AB 699 addresses these issues.
While all of this is an incredible success, we haven’t won yet.

We have a long road ahead
to beat SB 616 & SB 750
and to lobby for and pass
AB 699. We need each and every CAC and ACA member to
help us win this fight. Both of these bills impact every agency
across the nation.
The passage of AB 699 will require Credit Repair companies
to provide information to consumers about how to successfully
manage and improve their credit at no cost and will also effectively eliminate bulk disputes.
Alternately, the passage of SB 616 will provide an automatic
exemption of $2,000 in a consumer’s bank account and SB 750
will bring back licensing requirements similar to the requirements adopted several decades ago that required Debt Collectors
to license with the California Department of Consumer Affairs
(aka The Bureau). This was an arduous, expensive and difficult
process for debt collectors and The Bureau alike and so the
licensing requirements were sunset in 1992. Because CAC has
been so successful in opposing Senator Wieckowski’s bills in the
past, it appears that his new motto may be, “If you can’t beat ‘em,
regulate them.”

I implore each of you to help in any way you can. Please sign
up and attend the upcoming CAC Legislative Day in Sacramento
that is happening on March 25-26th. We need all of your support
to be successful in this endeavor…We CAN be successful…we
CAN do this…We NEED YOU…Participate TODAY!
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GENERAL COUNSEL UPDATE

E-Filing Fees, a Bill from
CAC and Legislative Day
Tom Griffin
CAC General Counsel
Including E-Filing Fees in Judgments
As more and more counties move to mandatory e-filing, some
CAC members have inquired about the process of including
those fees in a judgment.
First, let’s review the authority for including e-filing fees. AB
2244 (Gatto) was signed by Governor Brown on September 22,
2016 and became effective on January 1, 2017. AB 224 amended
C.C.P. Section 1033.5 to allow the following as recoverable costs
by the prevailing party:
Fees for the electronic filing or service of documents through
an electronic service provider if a court requires or orders electronic filing or service of documents.
See, C.C.P. Section 1033.5(a)(14).
Second, let’s review the process. Judicial Council form MC102, entitled “Memorandum of Costs after Judgment,” is used
to add the recoverable costs to a judgment. Line 1.a(8), reads,
“Other: _________ (Statute authorizing cost): ________.” This
line, with a reference to C.C.P. Section 1033.5(a)(14), may be used
to add e-filing costs to a judgment.
Similarly, Judicial Council form CIV-100, entitled “Request
for Entry of Judgment,” includes a line item for the total costs
incurred by the plaintiff (See, line 2.d) and a section for the separate costs to be identified (See, Section 7). Specifically, lines 7.c
(“Other”) and 7.d (blank) may be used to include e-filing costs,
pursuant to C.C.P. Section 1033(a)(14).
AB 699 – Credit Repair Organizations Bill.
CAC, as the sponsor, and Assemblymember Timothy S.
Grayson, as the author, have introduced AB 699. The bill is designed to address a number of issues relating to the credit repair
industry. The official summary of the bill is as follows:
This measure requires credit services organizations to provide a consumer with an itemized receipt of each service performed. This measure extends prohibitions to credit services
organizations. This measure mandates that credit service organizations keep certain information on file for 4 years. This
measure establishes penalties that may be imposed on a credit
services organization that willfully and knowingly violates the
act and extends standing to the recovery of these penalties by
debtors, debt collectors, and debt buyers, among others.
6
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Specifically, the itemized receipt mandate must take place
within 60 days of contracting for those services.
Additionally, the measure would prohibit a credit services
organization from impersonating a consumer, from failing to
identify communications originating from the organization,
or from submitting a dispute to a consumer credit reporting
agency, creditor, debt collector, or debt buyer after a debt has
been removed.
A credit services organization must maintain on file,
following the completion or termination of the credit services
organization agreement with the consumer, an exact copy of
the statement, personally signed by the consumer, acknowledging receipt of a copy of the statement for four years.
Finally, any credit services organization that willfully and
knowingly violates this measure with respect to any consumer,
in addition to any damages awarded will also be liable to the
consumer, in an individual action, for a civil penalty of no less
than one hundred dollars and no greater than one thousand
dollars to be determined by the court.
Legislative Day and PAC Dinner
CAC’s annual Legislative Day is set for Tuesday March 26,
2019, in Sacramento. This will be a fantastic opportunity for
CAC members to walk the Capitol halls and talk with legislators
and their staff members about the virtues of AB 699. And, there
will undoubtedly be a few bills that adversely affect the industry
which CAC will be opposing. These meetings are meaningful
and effective. Please make plans to join us for Legislative Day.
On the night before Monday, March 25, 2019, CAC members
are invited to attend the PAC dinner. Larry Cassidy, a past president of and longtime supporter of CAC, will once again open up
his River Ranch home for this event. The theme is “Maui Zaui.”
Wear your best (or most obnoxious) Hawaiian apparel and plan
to enjoy a multi-course dinner (think fruity drinks with umbrellas, shrimp, pineapple and kalua pork appetizers, an island
salad, fresh fish and a delectable dessert). This is a tremendous
event and is a wonderful way to support CAC’s PAC. Legislators
will attend and a silent auction will take place. CAC’s PAC will
benefit while we all enjoy ourselves.

LEGISLATIVE ADVOCATE UPDATE

Cliff Berg
Governmental Advocates

T

he California Legislature is back in Session. California
has a new Governor, Gavin Newsom. The Legislature just
passed its bill introduction deadline which was February
22, and we are sorting through hundreds of bills introduced that
week to determine which measures are problematic and to determine CAC priorities for the year.
This session CAC established a goal of being proactive on an
issue of concern to most of the members, ongoing activity by
credit repair organizations that promise to help consumers fix
their credit problems but generally just crank out thousands of
robo letters challenging the validity of most items in their credit
report even though there is not a valid dispute.
This issue was discussed at length at CAC’s fall conference in
Monterey and the Members heard from representatives of sister
associations from Indiana and New York, as well as from ACA
on the scope of the problem and national reach of these credit repair organizations and the issues they create across the country.
We determined that existing California law - “Credit Services
Act of 1984” while intended to address the financial hardship
these organizations create for California consumers, needs to be
updated and expanded to address the evolution of the credit
repair industry and their tactics. We have drafted legislation to provide greater transparency for consumers and
provide critical information for agencies that receive
hundreds of these robo letters. It would require full
disclosure of the real sender and prohibit forging a
consumer’s name without their authorization.
AB 699 (Grayson) is sponsored by CAC to
address these issues. Assemblyman Grayson is

a Democrat from Contra Costa County and was elected to the
State Assembly in 2016. He will be speaking at CAC’s Sacramento Advocacy Day March 26 in Sacramento. It is critical that you
attend CAC lobby day to help him and CAC reign in the destructive abuses of the credit repair industry.
Meanwhile, no surprise, Senator Bob Wieckowski (D-Fremont) has introduced two bills of concern to CAC which will
be priorities to oppose. SB 750 would state the intent of the
Legislature to establish California State licensing for collection agencies and SB 616 would create an automatic exemption of $2,000 for bank levies of debtor’s bank accounts. CAC
will be opposing these measures and you need to join us at
lobby day on March 26 to meet with Legislators to express
your opposition.
Privacy will be a huge issue this year. Last Session, the Legislature rushed through a massive privacy bill in a week with no
amendments and no negotiations to head-off a more onerous
ballot initiative. The business community was forced to let it happen in order to avoid passage of the initiative which would have
been impossible to amend. This year the business community is
working through the State Chamber of Commerce Task Force on
Privacy to clean up AB 375 of last year. Over a dozen bills
have been introduced, hearings have been held and this
will be an extremely difficult challenge with Democrats holding super majorities in both Houses, but the
business community is working with key Democrats
to get clarifications and fixes to address many unworkable situations created by the bill. We have an
update scheduled during lobby day. Look forward
to seeing you there.
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California’s Fifth Consumer Privacy
Act Public Forum in Review
By June Coleman, Carlson & Messer LLP
Lauren Valenzuela, Performant

O

n February 5th, the California Attorney General’s (“AG”)
Office held its fifth public forum in Sacramento to collect
feedback about the California Consumer Privacy Protection Act (“CCPA”). Under the CCPA, the AG is responsible for developing regulations to support the CCPA. The Sacramento forum was
well attended and active – people from coast to coast participated.
Even if you are a business outside of California that collects
personal information for any California residents, you should
pay attention to this law. In case anyone reading this article
needs an orientation to the CCPA, essentially it gives California
residents unprecedented rights over their personal information:
1. The right to know what personal information is being
collected about them.
2. The right to access the personal information collected about
them and request it be deleted, although there are exceptions
to the right to delete.
3. The right to know whether their personal information is sold
or disclosed and to whom.
4. The right to opt-out of the sale of their personal information.
5. The right to have equal service and pricing even if they
exercise their rights under the CCPA.
Although people at the forum expressed support for the CCPA
and recognized the value of what it is trying to achieve, many
people voiced concerns surrounding its current design and asked
the AG to provide guidance on many of its provisions. Here are
highlights of some issues raised at the forum.
Expansive Definition of “Personal Information”
The CCPA’s definition of “personal information” is broad. It
includes data which identifies, relates to, describes, or is capable
of being associated/linked with not only a consumer, but also a
household. Many people expressed concerns over the definition’s
inclusion of “household.” For example, in theory a roommate
or an estranged spouse could request “personal information”
related to the household they are (or were) part of, thereby gaining access to information for everyone in the household for the
12-month period preceding the request. A person requesting personal information related to a household could conceivably result
in a breach of the other people’s privacy who are in the household; not to mention, how do you authenticate the identity of a
person in a household who is not the primary person on an account? People also highlighted safety concerns about disclosing
information about a household. Many commentators asked the
AG to provide clarification, and perhaps rein in, how to approach
households within the definition of personal information.
Commentators also asked the AG to rein in the definition’s
inclusion of employment-related and education information
8
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included in the definition of “personal information.”
For example, could an employee request
that an employer delete any part of
their employment records – can
an employee found in violation
of a company’s anti-harassment policy request their
employer to delete
that information
about them? Can a
student request
that a school
delete their bad
grades? Under
the CCPA’s
current
unregulated design,
these
things are
conceivable.
Under the
CCPA, it
is not hard
to imagine
a consumer
requesting
that a debt
collection agency delete their
personal information. Luckily the
CCPA does provide
nine exceptions to
consumers’ right to request
deletion of their personal
information, and we believe that
debt collection agencies and law
firms would most likely fall into one or
more of those exceptions. However, it would be
helpful for the AG to tease out those exceptions so that
a myriad of industries know how they apply (or don’t apply) and
consumers will know when their request falls within an exception.
Safe Harbor if a Company Provides Information to
a Fraudster
If a consumer’s identity is stolen, how does a business protect that
consumer from a fraudster who has enough information to “verify”

the consumer’s identity, potentially giving a fraudster the ability to
gather more information on their victim? Given the expansive definition of “personal information,” a fraudster could in theory gain
access to an enormous amount of consumer personal information
by using the CCPA. One public commentor asked the AG to provide
a safe-harbor to businesses that respond to a verified consumer
request when that request was made by a fraudster.
Scope of Exceptions
The CCPA does not apply to certain types of personal information. For example, protected health information
collected and governed under the Health
Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (“HIPAA”) and personal
information collected, processed
or sold pursuant to the
Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act
(“GLBA”) is not subject
to the CCPA. At first
glance this is a relief
to many; however, upon closer
examination,
there is ambiguity around
whether
these exceptions would
cover, for
example,
a financial
institution
selling a
debt portfolio. The
personal
information
contained in
that portfolio
is subject to
GLBA, but the
overall transaction
may not be. If the
GLBA exception does
not extend to this kind
of transaction, the CCPA
requires that the consumers in
that portfolio be given notice and
the opportunity to opt-out of the sale.
Accordingly, it would be beneficial for the
AG to provide clarification of the scope of the
CCPA’s exceptions.
Timeline for Compliance
The CCPA is regarded as the first law in the U.S. to adopt privacy rights like those provided in the European Union’s General
Data Protection Regulation (“GDPR”). The EU had two full years
to gear up for compliance with the GDPR, and compliance was
arguably a light lift since it was built upon an existing privacy directive in the EU. By comparison, the CCPA was signed into law

in June 28, 2018, was amended on September 23, 2018, became
effective January 1, 2019, and is operative January 1, 2020. Comments swirled around the short time period that companies have
to prepare for compliance and how this creates a heavy lift (and
cost) for small and mid-size businesses. Many businesses need
to modify how they collect, record, retain, and retrieve consumer data in order to comply with the CCPA. One commentator
proposed that each aspect of the rule be given a different implementation date/timeline in order to make integrating compliance
with the CCPA manageable for businesses.
CCPA Interfacing with Existing Privacy Laws
Commentators from various industries explained how there are
existing laws and regulations governing consumer privacy and the
sale of consumer information. Many commentators want guidance
and clarification on how existing privacy laws will interface with
the CCPA. For example, education information is included in the
definition of personal information under the CCPA. However, many
education records and related personal information is already governed by the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA).
How will the CCPA and FERPA interface?
Conclusion
In summary, commentators asked the AG to provide clear
and practical guidance on how they balance their responsibility
to protect consumer information and privacy with consumers’
CCPA rights.
The AG is hosting two more public forums. The next one is in
Fresno on February 13, 2019, and the last one is in Stanford on
March 5, 2019. The AG is collecting written comments from the
public until March 8, 2019. The AG’s staff encouraged the public
to visit its website for news and updates related to CCPA. They
also reminded the forum that once the AG publishes proposed
rules (which the AG Office anticipates doing in the Fall of 2019),
the public will have an opportunity to provide comments on
those rules. The AG will then review the comments and revise
the rules as necessary to address relevant comments, before issuing the AG’s regulations.
CCPA poses many questions for the ARM industry: will this
impact how we collect and store data, especially data found
during skip-tracing? How will the industry be able to comply
with the obligation to provide information to wrong-party contacts and third parties? How will the industry be able to honor
requests to delete information about wrong party contacts and
third parties, especially when the exceptions might not include
people who are not debtors. How does this impact how we furnish data to credit reporting agencies, especially when providing
information to credit reporting agencies might be considered the
“sale” of information? How will this impact how we exchange
data with our vendors? How do the privacy rights given to consumers under the Fair Debt Collection Practices Act (FDCPA)
and the Fair Credit Reporting Act (and their state law counterparts) interface with the CCPA? How will this impact debt buying? Everyone should continue to watch how the CCPA develops
(and participate in its development!) The CCPA is ushering in a
new privacy regime in California since many federal and state
legislators are looking at the CCPA as a model and pioneer in
this new regime, to potentially enact identical or similar legislation in other states or even federally.
COLLECTOR’S INK | SPRING 2019
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EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR’S REPORT

THANK YOU for your membership in
the California Association of Collectors!
Kimberly Andosca
CAC Executive Director
As you read your new 2019 President’s message, please, please,
please consider adding your additional support to the CAC PAC
fund for 2019.

we are left to be known by those Legislators who can influence
others to help us. This means the Leadership of both Houses as
well as Committee Chairs and Vice Chairs.

A pledge of $500 will go a long way to win decisively for our industry. Here’s where the money will go:

These are real, tangible benefits that will help each and every
collection agency in California!

• First priority: The Legislature is in a constant state of change.
Members leave, new Members get elected … a record number
in California’s recent election. Before California passed term
limits, that was not the case. A small interest group like CAC
must move quickly to educate new Members on our industry,
and probably defuse long-held incorrect impressions of the
collection industry. Your contributions assure we will meet
them even before they arrive in Sacramento early next year.
• Second priority: A small group like ours needs to have the
leadership of both Houses know us and our issues. We do not
have the capacity to be a major player with the Legislators, so

By providing just $500 to CAC’s PAC Fund you will become an
integral part of the history-making team that continues to protect
the California Collection Industry.
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We are asking you and all of your colleagues in the industry to write
a check for $500 (or any amount you can provide) to the CAC PAC
Fund. You know where the money will go and what it will do. Now,
it’s up to you.
Contributions in any amount may also be made by credit card at:
https://www.efundraisingconnections.com/c/CalifAssoofCollectorsPAC/
Thank you for your generous help!

What are Your Pain Points?
By Harry Strausser III

A

n important element in benchmarking is knowing what your peers in
the industry are doing, thinking and
lamenting. As human beings we enjoy celebrating success with others and we also find a
sense of comfort in commiserating with those
we know and respect relative to issues that
plague us. Organizational leaders can certainly
choose from a long menu of daily hindrances
that might appear when running a corporation
in the accounts receivable management space.
But, are there some common themes of frustration shared by those that manage these firms?

In order to provide our readership with
some timely and valuable industry feedback,
we recently reached out to C-level professionals in the collections space and asked
them to share their most pressing pain points
encountered in managing their respective
organizations. We asked them to list a few of
the dynamics that keep them awake at night,
provide the highest levels of frustration, aggravation and stress. Here is what we learned.
I am going to focus on the top 4 issues that
found their way onto most of the lists presented to Collection Advisor. The very interesting
element here is that most of these elements
were found in part on virtually every response received. We have clearly discovered
THE most pressing matters to high level
management in the collections space today.
The following ideas are not listed in order
of importance or frequency of topic, as they
were uniformly covered by the respondents:
1.) Regulations/Compliance/Legislation.
It will likely come as no surprise that the cause
of much continued consternation in the ARM
space is found on the regulatory front. It is not
necessarily the depth of these regulations but
the incredible breadth of the rules. Agencies
are lamenting the constantly moving target of
local, regional, state and federal regulators that
seem to be focused on trying to control the
businesses of collection professionals. Virtually
every aspect of the collections office is plagued
with oversight that forces management to
perpetually run in circles.
Our ability to navigate productive, profitable operations is compromised by regulator
oversight. The costs of adhering to these rules
is prohibitive to many operators. Just ask
anyone that is truly nationally licensed how
many human and financial resources are
devoted to the licensing function.
12
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Compliance officers are driven to create
multiple layers of compliance protocol regarding what are often overlapping or competing
rules. The mandates of call audits and data
security overwhelm the average, compliant operation. The balance between being compliant
and affording the collections team the leverage
to make a profit is being squeezed.
2.) Law Suits. Bad operators should be
brought into check. Consumers have the right
to sue those that harass them and/or treat
them unfairly. However, the industry today
is bombarded by thousands of suits each year
initiated by growing numbers of predatory
firms that sue strictly to make a buck. It has
nothing to do with consumer protection.
The problem with these suits is that
CEO’s and Operations Directors often take
them personally. They get very emotionally
involved in the process and much stress is
created. Apart from the actual suit filings
there are thousands of pre-litigation demands
presented to firms annually. It is a money
grab and agencies write the settlement checks
regularly. We get worn down with the constant onslaught of these activities.
3.) Unrealistic Client Demands. The larger
the client, the more complex the relationship
is in today’s market. The mandates received
by agencies from the creditors they represent
and the RFP’s they generate, drive down
profitability and operational efficiencies. They
want more and more for less and less. And,
our clients are becoming larger as mergers
and acquisitions in the creditor space mirror
the same dynamic being experienced in the
ARM industry. Our regional hospitals are being acquired by huge medical conglomerates.
Financial institutions continue to consolidate.
Not only do the demands increase but
agency fees are absolutely bottoming out.
How much lower can rates go? Can we really
make a profit on a hospital client that has
reduced fees from 20% to 11%? Virtually all
respondents expressed concerns that profit
margins are infinitesimal in 2019.
4.) Finding Quality Team Members. For
as long as I can remember, especially with the
training work I have conducted, companies
complain that it is hard to find team members
that are educated, motivated and possess a
good work ethic. Collection positions experience turnover at alarming rates in some
organizations. With regulatory, compliance

and litigation concerns, the days of just
hiring a warm body are over. We MUST have
employees that embrace the cultures we are
mandated to maintain.
Organizations today spend far more resources on recruiting, training and retaining
staff than at any time in the history of the
industry. We need to find the right people
for our open seats. We then need to provide
comprehensive onboarding training to
prepare them for the compliance, collections
and technological information they need to
execute their jobs.
With the advent of the Consumer Financial
Protection Bureau, we not only have to train
but we must quantify the employee’s comprehension and retention of the material covered.
Gone are the days of throwing a group of 25
people in a room for 2 hours and reviewing
compliance once a year. We must prove it.
If the above challenges make your list of
industry frustrations, then you are not alone.
These items represent the core of what makes the
ARM industry troubled and the basis of much
stress for industry leaders. Change is a central
part of business in today’s world. Our readers
who are more serious and conservative will
appreciate the words of Charles Darwin when
he said, “It is not the strongest or the most intelligent who will survive, but those who can best
manage change.” And those who have a sense
of humor and a less serious perspective will
appreciate the words of the great Dr. Seuss who
quipped, “You have BRAINS in your HEAD,
you have FEET in your SHOES, you can STEER
yourself any DIRECTION you CHOOSE!”
We would like to thank the many industry
professionals that responded to our request
for ideas! We continually welcome thoughts
and best practices from our readers. Feel free
to send us your feedback for possible inclusion in a future column. Until next time, I’m
in a collection office near you!

CFPB Publishes its Fall 2018 Semi-Annual Report: Credit
Invisibility, Mortgage Shopping, Consumer Complaints,
and a Laundry List of Enforcement Actions
By Katie Grzechnik Neill, General Counsel & regulatory, insideARM

O

n February 12, 2019, the Consumer
Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB
or Bureau) published its Fall 2018
Semi-Annual Report to Congress. This is
the first Semi-Annual Report released under
Director Kathy Kraninger. The report covers
the Bureau’s activities from April 1, 2018
through September 30, 2018, which is before
Director Kraninger began her tenure as the
Bureau’s leader in December 2019.
Credit Invisibility and Access
to Credit
The report starts off by discussing
the impact that credit invisibility has
on consumers and how it impacts their
access to credit. Credit invisibility refers
to consumers without credit records from
the three major national credit reporting bureaus and consumers who have
too little or too old information on their
credit reports, resulting in the inability to
calculate an accurate score.
To pinpoint the problem, the Bureau
narrowed down the individuals most at
risk of credit invisibility. Roughly 90% of
consumers find their way out of credit invisibility – whether it be through a credit
card or some other point of credit entry –
by their mid-to-late twenties. Due to this,
the report focuses on adults over the age
of twenty-five to determine areas where
credit invisibility is prevalent and what
factors impact whether or not a consumer
makes his way out of credit invisibility.
This issue appears to be rooted both in
geography as well as internet accessibility.
Geographically, credit invisibility appears to
be concentrated in rural and highly urban
areas. Credit invisible consumers seem to
make up a large percentage of the population in rural areas. However, as a whole,
more than two-thirds of credit invisible
consumers reside in metropolitan areas,
likely due to the higher population in urban
areas. However, the report notes that access
to a bank branch is not necessarily the issue
– internet access is more important. This is
because many credit options today originate
through online means.

Mortgage Shopping

Enforcement Actions

The report also points out that most
consumers do not shop around for
mortgages, leading them to miss out on
savings. Over 30% of consumers did not
comparison shop for their mortgage, and
over 75% applied for a mortgage with only
one lender. According to the report, many
potential home owners do not comparison
shop mortgages due to varying interest
rates across lenders and the belief that
it doesn’t make much of a difference.
Another reason for this, according to the
Bureau, is the reluctance of consumers to
provide their personal financial information to multiple lenders, which is usually
required to receive an accurate quote.

The report offers a laundry list of
Bureau enforcement actions in the same
period. Some actions relevant to the ARM
industry include:

Consumer Complaint Analysis
According to the report, the Bureau
received 329,000 complaints from October
1, 2017 and September 30, 2018 (note that
this period begins before the period of the
report listed in the introduction). “The
Bureau does not verify all the facts alleged
in complaints,” says the report, “but gives
companies the opportunity to confirm a
commercial relationship with the consumer
before providing a substantive response.” Of
the complaints that passed this threshold,
companies responded to 93%.
The report drills into the credit products that resulted in the most complaints.
Credit or consumer reporting led the pack,
accounting for 37% of the complaints, with
debt collection trailing next in line at 25%.
Editor’s Note: The different credit
products listed are not mutually exclusive.
The remaining items were different loan
or credit product types (e.g., credit card,
mortgage, student loan, vehicle loan). For
example, a complaint can be related to
both a credit card and credit reporting, or
a student loan and debt collection. This
overlap leaves risk of inaccurate data. Also,
these are consumer selected categories and
the report provides no indication that there
is any check done to ensure consumers
selected the correct option.

• Triton Management Group, Inc.,
where a consent order was entered for
allegedly deceiving consumers and
violating TILA disclosures related to
Annual Percentage Rates.
• National Credit Adjusters, LLC,
where a consent order was entered
for allegedly engaging in unfair and
deceptive acts in the collection and
sale of consumer debt.
• Citibank, N.A., where a consent order
was entered for allegedly misleading
borrowers into believing they had
not paid their student loan interest
that as eligible for tax deductions and
incorrectly terminating borrower’s
school deferments, resulting in late
fees and additional interest.
• Security Group, Inc., where a consent
order was entered in regards to inperson collection visits and collection
calls to consumers’ workplaces and
references as well as improper credit
furnishing practices.
• Freedom Debt Relief, which is an
ongoing action alleging that Freedom
misled consumers about its ability
to negotiate settlements with all
creditors and about the circumstances
under which it charges fees.
The report also discusses two widely-reported court cases filed by the CFPB.
The first was against Weltman, Weinberg
& Reis Co., LPA, a case which the court
ruled against the CFPB and found that the
law firm had sufficient attorney involvement in its collection case. The second
was against RD Legal Funding, which
counterclaimed the Bureau’s complaint
alleging that the Bureau’s structure is
unconstitutional. This case is currently on
appeal in the Second Circuit.
Originally published by insideARM, visit
www.insidearm.com for more information.
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Please contribute to the CAC PAC Fund and
Please contribute to the CAC PAC Fund and
make make
youryour
voice
Sacramento.
voiceheard
heard inin
Sacramento.
Visit https://www.efundraisingconnections.com/c/CalifAssoofCollectorsPAC/

Visit https://www.efundraisingconnections.com/c/CalifAssoofCollectorsP
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CAC PAC Fund Contribution
_______________________________________________________
Company

_______________________________________________________

Address

City

St.

Zip

_______________________________________________________

Owner(s) name

_______________________________
Phone

_______________________________________________________
Email address

Member Challenge Donation: $1,500 annually
Please accept my one-time PAC Donation in the amount of $ ____________
Pease accept my monthly recurring PAC Donation of $ __________
Beginning on ___________ and authorized for _________ number of months.
Visa

MasterCard

American Express

________________________________________________________

Card Number
________________
Exp. Date

_____________
Security number

________________________________________________________
Name Printed on Card

________________________________________________________
Signature

You May Also Pay by Check (payable to CAC PAC) or go to
http://calcollectors.net/legislative/index.asp to have a recurring
donation charged to your credit card.

Please complete and return this form with your payment to:
CAC PAC
One Capitol Mall, Suite 800
Sacramento, CA 95814
Or by fax to (916) 444-7462
Questions? Contact Kim Andosca, CAC Executive Director, by
Phone: (916) 929-2125 or Email: kandosca@amgroup.us

Contributions or gifts to CAC PAC are not deductible as charitable contributions for Federal Income Tax purposes !
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One Capitol Mall, Suite 800
Sacramento, CA 95814

